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Study of The Three Ports Incident (1510, Sam
po-N
o-R
an), through a pow







The purpose of this study is to clarify w
ho m
asterm













)), a riots in 1510 by Japanese citizens residing in K
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strings behind the incident. 
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unichika’s sail over to Sam
po, a strategy of Tsushim
a arm
y has changed. That is a sw
itch from
 the offensive to 
the evacuation. So, there is a strong possibility that K
unichika decided evacuate noncom
batants from
 the front line. Thanks 
to his early evacuation order, m
ost of residents and their property w
as safe.
Second, M
orihiro died of an evacuation w
ar and he w
orshiped as the deity by Tsushim
a people. So, the folklore of 
G





) in Japan based on M
orihiro’s death after fi ghting to the bitter end and Tsushim
a 
people’s gratitude for his action. B










portant point is Sō Sadanaga( ?
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In conclusion, it is likely that Sō Yoshim
ori decided to invade Sam






the incident that linked to the political process of Tsushim
a functionally.
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